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Abstract: In order to further reduce time and resource consuming and describe hazard curve of parts in bathtub shape, the
likelihood function of Modified Weibull distribution based on hybrid censoring test is derived. Meanwhile, for improving
reliability analysis accuracy under small sample size, Bayesian method using Gamma distribution and Uniform distribution as the prior distribution is applied to analyze reliability with hybrid Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm. And then,
taking a valve in the barking system of railway vehicle as an example, the scheme of hybrid censoring test is made. Computing result shows that the method can improve the problem of reliability analysis under small sample size.

Keywords: Bayesian method, hybrid censoring test, hybrid markov chain monte carlo algorithm, modified weibull distribution,
small sample size.
1. INTRODUCTION
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The reliability of rail vehicle brake parts will directly affect the reliability of rail vehicle braking system, which will
affect the safety of the vehicle. According to the statistical
analysis data, the braking faults of metro rail transit vehicle
are mainly focused on the air compressor, electronic brake
unit, brake control module and the emergency brake, brake
shoe, park brake valve (pkBV) and other components [1].
Generally speaking, the reliability estimation of the braking
system cannot only start from the system, but also the parts,
or both system and the important parts are balance the simultaneously. Traditionally, the reliability assessment is to make
statistics analysis on the lifetime data for a large amount of
test samples (usually n>30), which means that the reliability
test need to spend a lot of time and fund. Meanwhile, consumption of rail vehicle will be greater on account of the
longer design life, more expensive test specimen, more parts
and more complex system. Therefore, a kind of method is
needed to make a reliability estimation for the life test in the
allotted amount of time under a small sample.
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2. THE BAYESIAN METHOD PROPOSED
It is not designed and manufactured in a completely unprecedented condition for the a majority of parts. Generally,
they are either based on the improved design of some old
parts or mature components which is similar to be used. or
there are similar parts manufactured in the same line or the
experience of manufacturing similar production, or there is
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the lifetime data of test parts in different environments or the
simulation data calculated, in the computer, which is referred
to as prior data. In the problems of traditional reliability assessment, the prior data tend to be ignored. And in order to
obtain estimation results with higher reliability, it needs to
get a large number of lifetime data in the current environment. Therefore, the tradional reliability assessment methods
become stretched under small sample size.
In order to solve the problem of small sample, the Bayes
method has been widely used [2-6]. Bayesian school thinks
the parameter as a kind of random variable, obeying a certain
statistical law in statistic, which shows that through the
probability distribution it can express the distribution of parameter, and each specific sample distribution as just an implementation of the paramerters in the distribution. Therefore
the prior information and sample information can be combined using the Bayes formula, and by method of borrowing
prior information, the accuracy of reliability assessment under small sample size condition can be ultimately improved
according to the current sample information to modify. For
the purpose of solving parameter estimation through subsequently using Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm, the
simplified Bayes formula can be expressed as follows:

h( | x ) = L  (x |  )  ( )

(1)

where, h(|x) means the posterior distribution which is the
ultimate goal of statistical inference; L(x|) is the likelihood
function containing all information of the current test samples about the parameter; () means prior distribution
which contains all the priori information. It can be made out
that the posteriori estimation of the parameters is the result
of the intersection of the prior information and the sample
information through the Bayes method from the type (1).
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Fig. (1). The time process of hybrid censoring lifetime test.

3. RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT MODEL
3.1. Modified Weibull Distribution and the Likelihood
Function under Hybrid Censoring Lifetime Test
Modified Weibull distribution can describe the bathtub
curve of life failure rate for the parts [7]. The cumulative
failure probability function, reliability function, failure probability density function and failure rate function can be given
as follows:

[

]

F (t ) = 1  exp  a  t b  exp(  t )

[

]

R(t ) = exp  a  t b  exp(  t )

[

]

f (t ) = a  (b +   t ) t b 1  exp(  t ) exp  a  t b  exp(  t )
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(2) If the time t0 is reached before getting lifetime data r
tests, the deadlineequals to t0, which belongs to time truncation censoring lifetime test.

A

The exact time process is shown in Fig. (1).

(2)

For the hybrid censoring lifetime test, the likelihood
function can be expressed as follows:

(3)

L (x |  ) = Cnm  f (xi )1  F ( )

(4)

(5)

The shape of failure rate function h(t) only depends on
the value of parameter b, as the specific condition described
in the following sections: when b1, h(t) is monotonously
increasing, which can describe the wear-out failure period of
parts; when 0<b<1, h(t) will first decrease as time t increases, and then increase, which shows the shape of bathtub
curve to describe the reliability of the components in the
whole life cycle. Particularly, Modified Weibull distribution
will degrade into two-parameter Weibull distribution
when=0; Modified Weibull distribution will degrade into
Log-Gamma distribution when b=0.
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(1) If lifetime data of r tests can be observed before the
time T0, the deadline equals to tr, which belongs to number
truncation censoring lifetime test;
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h(t ) = a  (b +   t ) t b 1  exp(  t )
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Censoring test is a common measurement means to
shorten the test cycle and test money in survival analysis.
There are four kinds of common lifetime test: time truncation censoring lifetime test (Type I censoring test), number
truncation censoring lifetime test (Type II censoring test),
hybrid censoring test and update type censoring lifetime test.
Many researchers at home and abroad have made a lot of
research on the censoring test of Modified Weibull distribution [8-10]. This paper will make modeling and analysis of
hybrid censoring lifetime test.
Hybrid censoring lifetime test is the synthesis of time
truncation censoring lifetime test and number truncation censoring lifetime test for the general test method as follows:
randomly select n test specimens from an overall samples for
lifetime test, and in the meanwhile, give a positive number t0
and positive integer r(rn).

m

R

i =1

(6)

where, m is the number of the destructive test specimens
before the termination of hybrid censoring lifetime test, and
mr; R is the number of unbroken test specimens, that is,
R=n-m.
Through putting Eq. (2) and (4) into Eq.(6), the likelihood function of hybrid censoring lifetime test of Modified
Weibull distribution can be obtained as follows:

 m

L (x | a, b,  ) = Cnm a m  (b +   t )  t b 1 exp
 i =1
 m

 m b ti
p   ti  a   ti e + R b e 
i =1
 i =1


(7)

3.2. Bayesian Inference
In the assumption process of prior distribution, statisticians will usually suppose that the parameter which is from 0
to infinity obeys Gamma distribution or Inverse-Gamma
distribution on account of the same number field. And for
parameter with the number field on a closed interval, it usually uses the uniform distribution as the prior distribution
according to the principle of indifference. Although the principle of indifference can in logically explain the reason for
using the uniform distribution assumption in the insufficient
prior information condition, there are still many statisticians
to have proposed many paradoxes of this assumption for a
long time [11-13]. So when it sets the prior distribution, uniform distribution should be used as little as possible as prior
distribution. For the three-parameter Modified Weibull dis-
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tribution, it is assumed that they obey the prior distribution
as follows:
 (a )  a a 1 exp (a a )

(8)

 (b )  b b 1 exp (b b )

(9)

 ( ) 

1
M

(10)

Put Eq. (7)- (10) into Eq.(1), which can obtain joint posterior probability density function as follows:
m

h (a, b,  | x )  a m + a 1b b 1  (b +   t )  t b 1 
 i =1

m

exp  ti  a
 i =1

m
i =1

ti b eti

(11)



+ R b e   a a  b b 



Through regularization of integral content, the distribution function of joint posterior probability density function
can be received. And then joint posterior probability density
function of each parameter can be obtained after integrating
each integral. However, the integral is often very difficult
because of the complex model which is unable to get the
form of analytical solution, so it mostly uses a numerical
method to solve the value in this case. On the other hand, the
calculated amount of numerical method is enormous for high
dimensional model with the multiparameter, and in order to
solve this problem, Monte Carlo algorithm can be adopted to
calculate the value of the integral.

T
C

The basic idea of Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm
matters what follows, starting from arbitrary initial value,
takes a sample in the proposal distribution, and accepts the
sample with acceptance probability  establishing a Markov
chain which regards the stationary distribution as target distribution. When the sampling results are more enough, it can
be thought that the sampling result converges to the stationary distribution through burn-in a part of samples in front.
Finally, it has statistical inference for the samples obeying
posterior distribution to get the estimation of relevant parameters. According to Eq. (11), kernel function of posterior
distribution for each parameter can be obtained by keeping
the other parameters constant, and the kernel of objective
function is as follows:
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h (a | x, b,  )  a m + a 1 exp a



m

t
i =1

i

b  ti

e


+ R b e  a  



h (b | x, a,  )  b b 1  (b +   t ) t b 1 
 i =1


(12)

m

exp  a

h ( | x, a, b ) 

m



ti b eti + R b e   b b 
i =1


m

 (b +   t ) t
i =1

b 1

(

(13)

m

 m b ti
b   
 exp   ti  a  ti e + R e   (14)
i =1
i =1



There are two kinds of ordinary algorithms including
Metropolis algorithm and Gibbs algorithm for sampling.

)

tribution with parameter  a + m,  i =1 ti e + R e  a , so
Eq.(12) is known as conditional posterior probability density
function with parameter a. Eq. (13) and (14) are not the kernel of common distribution, so they are marginal posterior
probability density of the parameter b and . Therefore, for
h(a|x,b,), Gibbs algorithm can be used for sampling; for
h(b|x,a,) and h(|x,a,b), Metropolis algorithm is used to
carry out sampling. The sample received through sampling
the kernel function using hybrid Markov chain algorithm is
the statistical sample obeying posteriori distribution. The
concrete steps of the algorithm are as follows:
m

b  ti

b 
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(1) Generate the initial value of Markov chain including
a(0), b(0) and (0) to receive Tmax and Tburn-in , and suppose
that T=0;
(2) T=T+1;

A

(

)

(3) From Gamma  a + m,  i =1 ti b eti + R b e   a , generm

ate a new value a(T);

D
E

4. HYBRID MARKOV CHAIN MONTE CARLO ALGORITHM

A
R

Metropolis algorithm can carry out sampling on all objective
distribution, but the efficiency of sampling cannot be guaranteed. While the sampling efficiency of Gibbs algorithm is
very high with the disadvantage of sampling frame which
only includes the generic distribution. According to Eq.(12),
posterior distribution h(a|x,b,) is the kernel of Gamma dis-

(4) From U(0,Mb), generate a candidate point b*;
(5) From the U(0,1), generate a random number ub;

(

)


 b* | x, a (T ),  (T  1)

(6) From  b = min 1,
, cal (b (T  1) | x, a (T ),  (T  1))


culate the acceptance rate;
(7) If ubb, then b(T)= b*; or b(T)=b(T-1);
(8) From U(0,M), generate a candidate point *;
(9) From the U(0,1), generate a random number u;

(

)


  * | x, a (T ), b (T )

(10) From   = min 1,
, calcu


T
1
|
x
,
a
T
,
b
T
(
)
(
)
(
)
(
)


late the acceptance rate
(11) If u, then (T)=* ; or (T)=(T-1);
(12) Repeat step (2) to (11) until T=Tmax;
(13) Using Monte Carlo algorithm, calculate estimators of
parameters after burn-in period, respectively.
where, Mb is the sample range of parameter b; M is the
sample range of parameter ; Tmax is the length of the
Markov chain; Tburn-in is the length of burn-in.
5. EXAMPLE
Rail vehicle braking system is connected by many valves
which are easier to have the wearing breakdown due to the
constant opening and closing, so it needs to assess the reliability. There is a group of lifetime test data of a valve with
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The hybrid censoring lifetime test data of a valve.
i

1

2

3

4

5

ti(1000h)

0.67

1.79

1.88

1.92

2.00

Failure data

Failure data

Failure data

Failure data

Censoring Data

i

6

7

8

9

10

ti(1000h)

2.00

2.00

2.00

2.00

2.00

Censoring Data

Censoring Data

Censoring Data

Censoring Data

Censoring Data
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Fig. (2). Markov chain of parameter a, b, , R(2) and h(2).

the number of samples n=10, and the scheme design of hybrid censoring lifetime test stops when t0=2 or r=6 to shorten
the test time or reduce the number of loss specimen. Reliability evaluation demands to solve the reliability R(2) and
failure rate h(2) after 2000h according to each estimated parameter. On the basis of test, it has reached time t0 when
m=5, and the final test data is as shown in Table 1.

process of the Markov chain for each parameter is shown in
Fig. (2).

According to prior information, the estimation of hyperparameter for prior distribution can be obtained using moment estimation, least squares regression, empirical Bayes
method, etc. In the example, hyper-parameter of prior distribution is determined by expert experience, and for parameter
a, there is not prior information to be borrowed so that this
paper supposes hyper-parameter a=0 and a=0. For parameter b, there are some early failure test specimens which are
only a small amount of specimens on account of the reliability data in the past. The average of b given by expert experience is 0.6, and variance is 0.1. Meanwhile the hyperparameter a=0 and a=0 can be obtained by using moment
estimation method. Then for , take its hyper-parameter
M=0.4. In addition, using software R this paper programmes
for the method given in Section 3, and makes parameter
Bayes estimation of the experimental data above. Iterative

bˆ = 0.28 . Meanwhile, the estimation of reliability and fail-
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The histogram of each parameter is shown in Fig. (3) after the burn-in period.
Through Monte Carlo algorithm, it can obtain the estimation of each parameter including, aˆ = 0.15 , bˆ = 0.82 and
ure rate after 2000h can also be received which are

Rˆ (2) = 75.33% and hˆ (2 ) = 0.31 . According to the results
received, the curve comparison of prior distribution and posterior distribution about b is drawn as showed in Fig. (4).
Finally, it can get the failure rate curve according to the
three parameters value, as showed in Fig. (5).
CONCLUSION
(1) Under the fusion of the Bayes method, the probability
density curve of posterior distribution  is modified by prior
information from Fig. (4) so that the accuracy of reliability
evaluation is improved under small sample size condition.
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Fig. (3). The sampling histogram of each parameter a, b, , R(2) and h(2).
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Meanwhile, combing with the advantage of hybrid censoring
lifetime test, the reliability evaluation of braking valve can
be completed in a shorter time and less resource condition.
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Fig. (4). The comparison of prior distribution and posterior distribution about b.

(2) It is clear from Fig. (2) that parameters b and  have
great runout in the iterative process of Markov chain, which
indicates that the alternative points by b and  have higher
acceptance rate, and then through matching up highefficiency Gibbs sampling, the efficiency of hybrid Markov
chain Monte Carlo algorithm is proved.
(3) It is clear from Fig. (5) that Modified Weibull distribution can be used to describe bathtub curve of failure rate
for valve which is consistent with the real situation provided
by life data, using which reliability prediction of other parts
for the whole life cycle can be carried out.
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